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 10 

Abstract 11 

In the hybrid sulphur (HyS) cycle, the reaction between SO2 and H2O is manipulated to produce hydrogen, 12 

with water and sulphuric acid as by-products. However, sulphur poisoning of the catalyst has been widely 13 

reported to occur in this cycle, which is due to strong chemisorption of sulphur on the metal surface. The 14 

catalysts may deactivate as a result of these impurities present in the reactants or incorporated in the 15 

catalyst during its preparation and operation of the HyS cycle. 16 

Here, we report a density functional theory (DFT) investigation of the interaction between S, SO and SO3 17 

with the Pt (001), (011) and (111) surfaces. First, we have investigated the adsorption of single gas phase 18 

molecules on the three Pt surfaces. During adsorption, the 4F hollow sites on the (001) and (011) surfaces 19 

and the fcc hollow site on the (111) surface were preferred. S adsorption followed the trend of (001)4F > 20 

(011)4F > (111)fcc, while SO adsorption showed (001)4F > (011)bridge/4F > (111)fcc and SO3 adsorption was 21 

most stable in a S,O,O bound configuration on the (001)4F > (011)4F > (111)fcc sites. 22 

The surface coverage was increased on all the surfaces until a monolayer was obtained. The highest 23 

surface coverage for S shows the trend (001)S = (111)S > (011)S, and for SO it is (001)SO > (011)SO > 24 

(111)SO, similar to SO3 where we found (001)SO3 > (011)SO3 > (111)SO3. These trends indicate that the 25 

(001) surface is more susceptible to S species poisoning. It was also evident that both the (001) and 26 

(111) surfaces were reactive towards S, leading to the formation of S2. High coverage of SO3 showed the 27 

formation of SO2 and SO4, especially on the (011) surface. The thermodynamics indicated that an 28 

increased temperature up to 2000 K resulted in Pt surfaces fully covered with elemental S. The SO 29 

coverage showed θ ≥ 1.00 on both the (001) and (011) surfaces, and θ = 0.78 for the (111) in the 30 

experimental region where the HyS cycle is operated. Lower coverages of SO3 were observed due to the 31 

size of the molecule. 32 

  33 
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1. Introduction 34 

The oxidation of sulphur dioxide (SO2) in aqueous solutions has been studied for over a century [1–3]. 35 

With the advent of industrialisation, automation and massive population growth, the presence of SO2 has 36 

increased not only as a by-product of industry, but also as a result of the uses of new technologies in 37 

everyday life [4,5]. It has been shown that atmospheric SO2 has a detrimental effect, not only on the 38 

environment but also human life [5,6]. With more countries and governments enforcing limitations on 39 

industry to reduce SO2 emissions [5–7], new technologies are emerging for either the capture [8] or re-40 

utilisation of SO2 [9,10]. 41 

One viable option for the utilisation of SO2 is in the hybrid sulphur (HyS) cycle, where SO2 reacts with 42 

water (H2O) at temperatures between 80 and 120 ºC to form sulphuric acid (H2SO4) and hydrogen (H2). 43 

The H2SO4 can be re-utilised by thermal decomposition (> 800 ºC) to form oxygen (O2), H2O and SO2. 44 

The net reaction of this cycle is therefore the splitting of H2O into O2 and H2. In turn, H2 is considered a 45 

potentially viable solution to address sustainable energy production as it is an ideal energy carrier, 46 

especially when coupled with renewable sources and adequate technology [11–14], and it is used in a 47 

variety of applications [15–17]. 48 

Within the HyS cycle, it is well known that transition metals, even in trace amounts, are needed to catalyse 49 

the SO2 oxidation reaction [18–20]. The current catalyst of choice is platinum (Pt), a rare and very 50 

expensive noble metal. While various other metals have been investigated [21], including Cu [22–25], Ni 51 

[26–28], Ag [29,30], Rh [31,32], Pd [24,32–36], in addition to Pt [24,31,37–40], which is still the best 52 

performing catalyst in terms of activity and stability [41–43]. However, major difficulties are still 53 

experienced in experiments, in part due to the occurrence of various co-adsorbed surface sulphur 54 

species, including elemental sulphur (S), sulphur oxide (SO) and sulphur trioxide (SO3), amongst others 55 

[9]. 56 

Although sulphur an essential element and the fifth most common element on Earth [3,44], its presence 57 

in a catalytic environment is detrimental, causing lower yields in production and catalyst poisoning [45]. 58 

However, very little work has been performed on evaluating the energetics or thermodynamics of the 59 

adsorption of sulphur or sulphur oxides on catalyst surfaces or their surface reactions. In this paper, we 60 

have used density functional theory (DFT) calculations to predict the behaviour of S, SO and SO3 on the 61 

Pt (001), (011) and (111) surfaces. We have examined the geometric and electronic properties of the 62 

systems, including the most stable adsorption sites, adsorption modes and possible desorption of species 63 

that may occur, before considering increased surface coverages. Thermodynamic surface phase 64 

diagrams have also been generated by taking into consideration the surface free energies and the 65 

chemical potentials of SOx, (x=0,1,3).  66 
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2. Computational Methods 67 

2.1 Calculation Methods 68 

Similar to the method used to study the adsorption of H2O and SO2 [46–48], the Vienna Ab Initio 69 

Simulation Package (VASP) [49–52] version 5.4.1 was used to simulate the Pt surfaces and their 70 

interaction with S, SO and SO3. In all calculations, the projector augmented wave (PAW) [53,54] 71 

pseudopotential was used to describe the interaction between the valence and core electrons. The core 72 

electrons were defined up to and including 5p, 3p and 1s orbitals for the Pt, S and O atoms, respectively. 73 

The exchange-correlation approximation was included with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [55] 74 

functional within the generalised gradient approximation (GGA), including the D3-BJ method by Grimme 75 

with Becke-Johnson damping [56] to account for the long-range dispersion interactions [57–61] in these 76 

surface-adsorbate systems. Plane waves were included with the recommended cut-off of 400 eV. The 77 

conjugate gradient technique was adopted for all geometry optimisations and to ensure an electronic 78 

entropy of less than 1 meV.atom−1, whereas a smearing of 0.05 eV with the Methfessel-Paxton scheme 79 

order 1 [62] was used to determine the partial occupancies during geometry optimisation. The final static 80 

simulations were obtained with the tetrahedron method with Blöchl corrections [63] to ensure accurate 81 

total energies, charges and densities of states, where the electronic and ionic optimisation criteria were 82 

set at 10−5 eV and 10−2 eV.Å−1, respectively. 83 

The 𝐹𝑚3̅𝑚 crystal structure [64] of Pt was used to construct a bulk Pt structure within a primitive face-84 

centred cubic (fcc) cell. The k-point mesh for these calculations was a Γ-centred 17 x 17 x 17 Monkhorst-85 

Pack mesh [65]. The resulting fcc Pt lattice constant was 3.926 Å, which correlates with the experimental 86 

value of 3.925 Å [66,67]. The low Miller index Pt (001), (011) and (111) surfaces were created with the 87 

METADISE code [68]. Periodic p(3 x 3), p(3 x 3) and p(4 x 4) supercells were constructed, respectively, 88 

each with four layers and a 15 Å vacuum space to ensure that no interaction would occur between the 89 

adsorbates and surfaces in neighbouring simulation cells deriving from the 3-dimensional boundary 90 

conditions. All three surfaces are bulk terminated 2x2 structures with four atomic layers, with the surface 91 

simulation cells containing 72, 72 and 64 atoms respectively. The Brillouin zone was sampled by a Γ-92 

centred 7 x 7 x 1 Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid. During the optimisation of the surfaces, the bottom two 93 

layers of the supercells were frozen in their bulk locations, with the remaining two layers allowed to move 94 

until the set energy criteria were met. Even though Pt does not have unpaired electrons, spin polarisation 95 

was considered during these surface calculations, as future work will also include base metals dopants 96 

like Ni and Co, for which this would be necessary. 97 

For the calculations of the geometrical properties, adsorption and electronic properties, the isolated S, 98 

SO and SO3 molecules were modelled in a periodic box of 12 x 13 x 14 Å to ensure negligible interaction 99 

with neighbouring cells. For both the geometry optimisations and energy calculations, the Gaussian 100 
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smearing [62] of 0.05 eV scheme was used with a Γ-centred Monkhorst-Pack [65] k-point mesh of 1 x 1 101 

x 1. None of the adsorbate molecules were computed with symmetry constraints, but for increased 102 

accuracy, dipole corrections were added in all directions. Spin polarisation was considered both for the 103 

isolated molecules and in the adsorption calculations. The breakdown of charge transfer between the 104 

adsorbates and the surfaces was obtained via the Bader analysis [69–72], assigning electron density of 105 

molecules and solids to individual atoms or regions enclosed by local minima in the charge density. 106 

 107 

2.2 Coverage-dependent Surface Energies 108 

The standard calculation [58,73] of the surface energies for relaxed and unrelaxed systems was used. 109 

To calculate the average adsorption energy (𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠) per adsorbate molecule (S, SO and SO3) adsorbed 110 

onto the Pt surface, the following equation (1) was used [46–48,74]: 111 𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠 =  1𝑁𝑆𝑂𝑥 [𝐸𝑃𝑡,𝑟𝑁𝑆𝑂𝑥≠0 − (𝐸𝑃𝑡,𝑟𝑁𝑆𝑂𝑥=0 + 𝑁𝑆𝑂𝑥𝐸𝑆𝑂𝑥)] , 𝑥 = 0, 1, 3   (1) 112 

where 𝑁𝑆𝑂𝑥 is the number of adsorbed S, SO or SO3 molecules, 𝐸𝑃𝑡𝑁𝑆𝑂𝑥≠0 is the energy of the Pt slab with 113 

adsorbed SOx molecules, 𝐸𝑃𝑡𝑁𝑆𝑂𝑥=0 is the energy of the clean Pt surface, and 𝐸𝑆𝑂𝑥 is the energy of the 114 

isolated SOx, (x = 0, 1, 3) molecule after relaxation. Another measure of adsorption is the energy of sequential 115 

adsorption (Sequential Eads),[47] indicating the difference in energy as coverage increases:  116 𝑆𝑒𝑞. 𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠 =  [𝐸𝑃𝑡,𝑟𝑁𝑆𝑂𝑥≠0(𝑖+1) − (𝐸𝑃𝑡,𝑟𝑁𝑆𝑂𝑥≠0𝑖 + 𝐸𝑆𝑂𝑥)] , 𝑥 = 0, 1, 3, 𝑖 = 0, 1, … 𝑁  (2) 117 

thereby calculating the energy difference between that of an adsorbate system with one more adsorbate 118 𝐸𝑃𝑡𝑁𝑆𝑂𝑥≠0(𝑖+1) from the previous system with one less adsorbate (𝐸𝑃𝑡𝑁𝑆𝑂𝑥≠0(𝑖)). 119 

The surface coverage (θ) is defined as the number of adsorbed SOx molecules (𝑁𝑆𝑂𝑥) divided by the 120 

number of adsorption sites (N), as denoted by 121 𝜃 =  𝑁𝑆𝑂𝑥𝑁   (3) 122 

If no adsorption has taken place, θ = 0, whereas for full coverage, i.e. when a monolayer has formed on 123 

the surface, θ = 1. The most stable configurations of the (001), (011) and (111) surfaces were used to 124 

investigate surface coverage, with the surface simulation cells having 9, 18 and 9 adsorption sites (N), 125 

respectively. To incorporate the thermodynamics effect of the different coverages of SOx, (x = 0, 1, 3) on the 126 

Pt (001), (011) and (111) surfaces, the correlating surface free energies (σ) are compared at different 127 

temperatures (T) and the SOx, (0, 1, 3) chemical potential (𝜇𝑆𝑂𝑥). To this end, we have followed an 128 
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established method [74] to determine the thermodynamic effect of the adsorption of SO2 [47,48] and H2O 129 

[46] on these Pt surfaces. The resulting change in surface free energy resulting from the SOx adsorption 130 

was calculated as follows:  131 ∆𝜎(𝑇, 𝑝) =  1𝐴𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒  [𝐸𝑃𝑡,𝑟𝑁𝑆𝑂𝑥≠0 − 𝐸𝑃𝑡,𝑟𝑁𝑆𝑂𝑥=0 − 𝑁𝑆𝑂𝑥 . 𝜇𝑆𝑂𝑥]  (4) 132 

In order to calculate the surface free energy as a function of temperature and pressure, we also require 133 

the chemical potential of the SOx species 𝜇𝑆𝑂𝑥(𝑇, 𝑝0), which we have obtained from experimental values 134 

[46–48], by extracting the chemical potential from ideal gas values in thermodynamic tables [75]. The 135 

chemical potential of SOx, (x = 0, 1, 3) species in the gas phase has been reported before [76] and can be 136 

expressed as: 137 𝜇𝑆𝑂𝑥(𝑇, 𝑝) =  𝐸𝑆𝑂𝑥𝑍𝑃𝐸 + ∆𝐺𝑆𝑂𝑥(𝑇, 𝑝0) +  𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑙𝑛 𝑝𝑝0  (5) 138 

Where the zero-point energy 𝐸𝑆𝑂𝑥𝑍𝑃𝐸 includes the contributions from rotation and vibrations of the SOx 139 

molecule, and the Gibbs free energy difference ∆𝐺𝑆𝑂𝑥(𝑇, 𝑝0) is per SOx molecule for temperatures 140 

between 0 K and T, at 𝑝0 = 1 bar. The final term (𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑙𝑛 𝑝𝑝0) denotes the free energy change of SOx gas 141 

at constant temperature (T) when the partial pressure changes from 𝑝0 to 𝑝.  142 

 143 

3. Results and Discussion 144 

3.1 Pt (001), (011) and (111) surfaces 145 

Figure 1 shows the three Pt surfaces under consideration with possible adsorption sites for each surface. 146 

The fcc arrangement of Pt resulted in the flat smooth Pt (001) and Pt (111) structures and a corrugated 147 

or grooved Pt (011) surface. The surface energy of each surface correlates with experimental [77] and 148 

modelled values [78] and followed the observed trend Pt (111) < Pt (001) < Pt (011) at 2.046 J/m2, 2.462 149 

and 2.615 J/m2, respectively. Both the Pt (001) and Pt (011) have three adsorption sites, indicated by 150 

atop (A), bridge (B) and four-fold hollow (4F), while the Pt (111) has four sites indicated by atop (A), 151 

bridge (B), face-cubic centred (fcc) and hexagonal close packed (hcp). All the Pt atoms throughout this 152 

paper, is gold coloured, but for clarity the second layer atoms below the top surface are displayed in a 153 

lighter colour. 154 
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 155 

Figure 1 – Top views of the Pt (001), (011) and (111) surfaces, with the adsorption sites indicated as 156 
four-fold hollow (4F), bridge (B) and atop (A), face-cubic centred (fcc) and hexagonal close packed (hcp). 157 
All Pt atoms are gold in colour throughout the paper, with the second layer in a lighter colour to distinguish 158 
between top layer and subsequent layer atoms. 159 

 160 

3.2 S Adsorption and Surface Coverage 161 

Only one atom of elemental sulphur (S) was considered for adsorption in all adsorption sites on all three 162 

Pt surfaces. The most stable adsorptions are shown in Figure 2, with the adsorption energies (Eads), 163 

charge transfer and bond distance (d) of the adsorbed S on the Pt (001), (011) and (111) surfaces listed 164 

in Table 1. The most stable adsorption with regard to adsorption energy was on the Pt (001) surface at 165 

−7.09 eV, followed by both the Pt (011) and Pt (111) with adsorption energies ranging between −5.1 and 166 

−5.5 eV. Alfonso [79] also showed that the most stable S adsorption on the Pt (111) occurs in the fcc site 167 

(−5.23 eV) followed by the hcp site (−5.03 eV). In both the Pt (001) and Pt (011) surfaces, the S atom 168 

prefers the 4F hollow adsorption site, whereas on the (111) surface, both the fcc and hcp hollow is 169 

preferred. Rodríguez and Santana [80] have shown that S adsorption is most stable on the (100)4F 170 

surface (−5.16 eV), followed by (111)fcc surface (−4.63 eV) and then the (110) surface (−4.37 eV), 171 

however in the B site rather than the 4F binding site. From the charge analysis in Table 1, the negative 172 

values of Δ𝑞 indicate charge transfer from the surface to the adsorbate, where most charge was 173 

transferred to the (011)4F site, followed by (111)hcp, (011)B, (011)4F and (111)fcc. Interestingly, in the of the 174 

(001)4F, (011)B and (111)fcc sites, S is surrounded by various Pt atoms in the surface, but none in the 175 

second layer just below the S atom, whereas in the (011)4F and (111)hcp sites, a Pt atom in the second 176 

layer is located below the S atom, contributing to the higher electron transfer observed (Table 1). The 177 

adsorption energy for 𝑁𝑆 = 1 was calculated to be most favourable on the (001) surface, followed by the 178 

(011) and (111) surfaces, which is the same trend as was found for H2O and SO2 adsorption [46–48]. 179 

(001)           

 
 

4F

   

   
 

B
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 180 

Figure 2 – Stable absorption sites of S on Pt (001), (011) and (111) surfaces. The atom colour yellow 181 
denotes sulphur atoms. The numbers (1, 2) in the figure indicate the significant Pt atoms in the surface 182 
(1) or in the second layer (2).  183 

 184 

Table 1 – Adsorption energies (Eads), charge transfer and bond distance (d) of the adsorbed S on the Pt 185 

(001), (011) and (111) surfaces, with θ(001)/(111) = 0.11, θ(011) = 0.06. The numbers (Pt1, Pt2) indicates the 186 

significant Pt atoms in the surface or in the second layer, as shown in Figure 2..  187 

  (001)4F (011)4F (011)B (111)fcc (111)hcp 

 Eads (eV) −7.09 −5.47 −5.14 −5.47 −5.26 

 ∆𝑞 (e) −0.07 −0.25 −0.08 −0.06 −0.18 

d (Å) S-Pt1 2.35 2.46 2.20 2.26 2.26 

 S-Pt2 - 2.34 3.61 4.14 3.87 

 188 

The most stable configurations ((001)4F, (011)4F and (111)fcc) were used to investigate surface coverage, 189 

by increasing the number of adsorbed S atoms (𝑁𝑆𝑂𝑥,, 𝑥 = 0) on each Pt surface until a monolayer (ML) 190 

was obtained. To obtain the lowest energy configurations, shown in Figure 3, various placements of 191 

subsequent S atoms were considered. To determine if adsorption is still favoured as the surface coverage 192 

increases, the average adsorption energy as a function of the surface coverage is shown in Figure 4(a), 193 

whereas the sequential adsorption energy as a function of surface coverage is shown in Figure 4(b). 194 
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 195 

Figure 3 – Increased adsorption coverage of S on Pt (001), (011) and (111) surfaces. 196 

 197 
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 198 

Figure 4 – Average (a) and sequential (b) adsorption energies (Eads) as a function of the S surface 199 
coverage (θ) on the Pt (001), (011) and (111) surfaces. 200 
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Not surprisingly, more S atoms could be adsorbed onto the Pt surfaces, than H2O [46] or SO2 [47] 202 

molecules. On the (001) surface, as the surface coverage increases up to θ = 1.11, the mode of 203 

adsorption remained the same; no recombination occurs during the geometry optimisations. However, 204 

as the coverage increased to θ = 1.22, the surface became ‘ rowded’  nd   e S   oms  re no longer 205 

perfectly adsorbed in the 4F hollow. At θ = 1.34, the S atoms surrounded one of the surface Pt atoms 206 

and displaced it out of the surface plane and two S2 molecules formed on the surface. This behaviour 207 

confirms experimental reports [9] that Pt electrodes are poisoned and in extreme cases delamination of 208 

Pt occurs when S deposition is detected on the surface. The average adsorption energy is calculated as 209 

a function of the surface coverage of S, i.e. the total adsorption energy divided by the maximum number 210 

of binding sites, i.e. 9, 18, 9 for the (001), (011) and (111) surface, respectively. Figure 4(a) shows that 211 

the same trend is observed as in previous studies on H2O and SO2 adsorption, where the Eads decreases 212 

with increased θ. The sequential adsorption also shows that up to θ = 1.11, Eads decrease. However, at 213 

higher coverages θ ≥ 1.22, the Eads increases due the formation of S2. Also, as the Pt is displaced into 214 

the vacuum, the surface becomes more unstable and less active, which can also cause the Eads to 215 

increase. 216 

On the (011) surface, when adsorption was increased to θ = 1, no S recombination or Pt delamination 217 

occurred. At θ > 1, a second layer of S started to form, showing that the (011) surface was less reactive. 218 

Similar to the (001) surface, the average Eads decreases with increasing θ, but the sequential Eads did not 219 

show a clear trend. 220 

The Pt (111) surface showed no reactivity or delamination up to θ = 0.89. However, when all 9 fcc sites 221 

were filled (θ = 1), S started to adsorb onto the hcp sites, resulting in the formation of S2. More pairs of 222 

S2 formed as the S adsorption continued up to θ = 1.33. Higher coverage was not obtained, however, as 223 

a second layer started forming. Due to the formation of S2, not all the S atoms were adsorbed onto the 224 

fcc sites and no Pt displacement was observed. Similar to the other two surfaces, the Eads increased as 225 

θ increased, which was also observed in the sequential Eads data. With the formation of the S2 molecules, 226 

Eads increased slightly. 227 

Comparing the increase in coverage on all three Pt surfaces, it was seen that the highest coverage of S 228 

was obtained on the (001) and (111) surfaces, followed by the (011) surface. Also, both the (001) and 229 

(111) surfaces were reactive towards the formation of S2 and Pt degradation. 230 

 231 

3.3 SO Adsorption and Surface Coverage 232 

Three modes of SO adsorption on the metallic surfaces have been investigated, including S-bound, O-233 

bound and S,O-bound on all the adsorption sites shown in Figure 1. The most stable structures for the 234 
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SO adsorption on the Pt surface in terms of adsorption energy are shown in Figure 5. The correlating 235 

adsorption energy, bond distances and angles and charge transfer of the adsorbed SO, with respect to 236 

the Pt surfaces, are shown in Table 2. 237 

 238 

Figure 5 – Stable absorption sites of SO on Pt (001), (011) and (111) surfaces. The atom colours yellow 239 
and red denotes sulphur and oxygen atoms, respectively. The numbers (1, 2) in the figure indicate the 240 
significant Pt atoms in the surface (1) or in the second layer (2). 241 
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Table 2 – Adsorption energies (Eads), bond distance (d) and angles (∠) of the adsorbed SO on the Pt (001), (011) and (111) surfaces, with the 242 
relevant charge transfers (Δ𝑞) following adsorption, with θ(001)/(111) = 0.11, θ(011) = 0.06. The numbers (Pt1, Pt2) indicate the significant Pt atoms 243 
n the surface or in the second layer shown in Figure 5.  244 

   

4FS 

(001) 

4FS,O_A 

 

4FS,O_B 

 

AtopS,O 

(011) 

BridgeS,O 

 

4FS 

 

4FS,O 

 

hcp_S 

(111) 

fcc_S 

 

hcp_S,O 

 

fcc_S,O 

 Eads (eV) −5.10 −4.83 −4.12 −3.01 −3.56 −3.17 −3.57 −3.39 −3.25 −3.19 −3.10 

 ∆𝑞 (e) −0.07 −0.21 −0.41 −0.17 −0.21 −0.07 −0.26 −0.17 −0.12 −0.25 −0.23 

d (Å) S-Pt1 2.33 2.32 2.23 2.15 3.35, 

2.30(Pt3) 

2.38, 

2.43(Pt3) 

3.19 2.23 2.23 2.26 2.26 

 S-Pt2 3.35 3.58 3.10 2.97 2.21 2.25 2.26 4.10 3.84 2.85 2.85 

 O-Pt 3.35 (Pt1) 2.10 (Pt3) 2.19 (Pt2) 2.06 (Pt2) 2.15 (Pt1) 2.31 (Pt1) 2.40 (Pt1) 3.35 (Pt1) 3.37 (Pt1) 2.15 (Pt2) 2.18 (Pt2) 

 S-O 1.47 1.60 1.67 1.58 1.57 1.48 1.63 1.46 1.46 1.56 1.56 ∠ (°) O-S-Pt 121.8 

(Pt1) 

103.12 (Pt1) 103.6 (Pt1) 106.1 

(Pt1) 

112.1 (Pt2) 115.9 (Pt1) 104.3 

(Pt2) 

129.2 

(Pt1) 

130.8 

(Pt1) 

106.8 

(Pt1) 

105.2 

(Pt1) 

 SO-

surf∟ 

89.7 21.02 79.6 16.1 14.9 2.7 91.6 92.6 93.4 30.4 32.2 

 245 

 246 
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Three stable SO adsorption configurations were obtained for the (001) surface. All three were on the 4F 247 

binding site, with the highest adsorption energy achieved where S was bound to the Pt surface and the 248 

O directed away, i.e. 4FS-bound, followed by two configurations where both S and O were bound to Pt. In 249 

the first configuration, 4FS,O_A, the S atom is bound to two Pt atoms on opposite sides of the 4F hollow, 250 

with the O atom bound to a third Pt atom; in the second configuration, 4FS,O_B, both the S and O atoms 251 

are bound to two Pt atoms on either side of the 4F hollow, as shown in Figure 5. We note that the charge 252 

transfer is lowest (−0.07 e−) when only one S is bound to the Pt surface, followed by the tri-bound 4FS,O_A 253 

(−0.21 e−) and the tetra-bound 4FS,O_A (−0.41 e−) configurations. When comparing the S-O bond length, 254 

it can be seen that the adsorption configuration can cause a deviation of up to 0.2 Å from the 255 

experimentally measured S-O bond length of 1.44 Å [81], which correlates with the 4FS-bound structure. 256 

This shows that the bond lengths and charge transfer are dependent on the bond order and type of bonds 257 

formed during adsorption. [82] 258 

On the Pt (011) surface four stable adsorption configurations were observed, one being S-bound and 259 

three S,O-bound. Energetically, the most stable is the tetra-bound configuration 4FS,O, within a 4F hollow, 260 

following the groove on the (011) surface, closely followed by the tri-bound BridgeS,O where SO is again 261 

in the 4F hollow, but across the (011) groove. The third most stable configuration is the 4FS-bound, with a 262 

bidentate S offset from the 4F hollow, followed by the fourth configuration, AtopS,O where S,O forms a 263 

bidentate configuration on the ridge of the (011) surface between two Pt atoms, as shown in Figure 5. 264 

Similar to the (001) surface, the charge transfer is dependent on the bond orders 4FS,O (4) > BridgeS,O (3) 265 

> 4FS_bound (2) > AtopS,O (2). As on the (001) surface, the S-O bond length of 4FS-bound correlates with the 266 

free S-O bond length, but in the other cases deviates by up to 0.15 Å, [81] depending on the adsorption 267 

configuration. 268 

The (111) surface achieved four stable adsorption configurations, either with a S,O-bonded or S-bound 269 

geometry on both the fcc and hcp binding sites, i.e. fccS,O, fccS-bound, hcpS,O and hcpS-bound, respectively. 270 

Similar to the (001) surface, the adsorption energy was the highest for the S-bound configurations, hcpS-271 

bound > fccS-bound, followed by the S,O-bound configurations, hcpS,O > fccS,O. Similar to the trends observed 272 

on both the (001) and (011) surfaces, the charge transfer increased as the bond order increased, fccS-273 

bound. < hcpS-bound < fccS,O < hcpS,O. As on the (011) surface, the S-O bond length of S-bound configurations 274 

(fccS-bound. and hcpS-bound) correlates with the free S-O bond length, but it is elongated by 0.1 Å in the S,O-275 

bound configurations (fccS,O and hcpS,O). 276 

Similar to the adsorption of S, H2O and SO2, the adsorption energy for 𝑁𝑆𝑂 = 1 was calculated to be most 277 

favourable on the (001) surface, followed by the (011) and (111) surfaces [46–48]. The most stable SO 278 

configurations on all three Pt surfaces were used to investigate the effect of surface coverage. However, 279 
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on the (011) surface, the 4FS,O and BridgeS,O had similar adsorption energies, and thus, the four 280 

configurations considered included (001)4F_S, (011)4F_S,O, (011)B_S,O and (111)hcp_S, shown in Figure 6. 281 

 282 

Figure 6 – Increased SO coverage on the Pt (001), (011) and (111) surfaces. 283 
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As with the adsorption of S, the number of adsorbed SO molecules (𝑁𝑆𝑂𝑥,, 𝑥 = 1) is increased on each Pt 284 

surface, until a monolayer was obtained. Figure 7 shows the corresponding surface coverage as a 285 

function of both adsorption energy (a) and sequential adsorption energy (b). As with the adsorption of 286 

elemental S, it can be seen that on the Pt (001) the Eads decreases steadily as the surface coverage is 287 

increased, in correlation with the sequential Eads up to θ = 1. At this stage, all the 4F hollow adsorption 288 

sites are occupied and very stable. However at θ = 1.11, one of the SO molecules is bound atop a Pt 289 

atom which is pulled out from the surface, causing the sequential Eads to decrease. When a second SO 290 

molecule was added in the atop site, again a Pt atom was displaced from the surface, indicating that it is 291 

not only elemental S which causes Pt delamination in a catalytic environment, but that the presence of 292 

SO can also cause surface destabilisation and possibly catalyst degradation. At θ > 1.22, a second layer 293 

of SO started to form, but there was no evidence that SO molecules reacted with each other. 294 

As on the (001) surface, on the Pt (011) surface Eads decreased linearly as θ increased for both the 4FS,O 295 

and BridgeS,O adsorption configurations until full coverage (θ = 1) was obtained. Comparing the sequential 296 

Eads for both these adsorption, it can be seen that in the 4FS,O case Eads plateaus up to a coverage of θ = 297 

0.55. At coverages 0.55 < θ < 0.73, the surface becomes crowded, causing the sequential Eads to 298 

decrease significantly, due to a change in SO adsorption. However, at θ = 0.77 the sequential Eads 299 

increased sharply, due to all the SO molecules aligning in a similar fashion to the single SO adsorption 300 

configuration. At θ = 1, all the adsorption sites are occupied and stable. Coverages of θ > 1 were not 301 

observed, as a second layer started to form. Similar to the (001) surface, no reaction between sequential 302 

SO molecules were observed on the Pt (011) surface. In the case of the increased surface coverage of 303 

BridgeS,O both the Eads and sequential Eads decreased as NSO increased. In this case the adsorption 304 

configuration stayed very similar to the single SO adsorption. Higher coverage than θ > 1 was not 305 

obtained as a second layer started to form. Again, no reaction between the SO molecules was observed. 306 

Similar to the other surfaces, the (111) surface showed a steady decrease in Eads and sequential Eads as 307 

θ increased. At θ = 1, all hcp sites were occupied by SO, but as an additional SO was placed on an fcc 308 

site, a second SO layer started to form. As with the other surfaces, the subsequent addition of SO 309 

molecules did not lead to additional reactions.  310 

Comparing the increased coverage on all three Pt surfaces, it was seen that the highest coverage of SO 311 

was achieved on the (001) surface, followed by the (011) and then (111) surfaces. 312 
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 313 

Figure 7 – Average (a) and sequential (b) adsorption energies (Eads) as a function of the SO surface 314 
coverage (nm-2 Pt) on the Pt (001), (011) and (111) surfaces. 315 
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3.4 SO3 Adsorption and Surface Coverage 317 

The literature has shown [19] that five modes of SO3 adsorption are possible and all were considered in 318 

this work, including (i) planar O,O,O, where all four atoms are parallel to the surface, (ii) S,O,O, where 319 

only two S-O interact with the surface, (iii) O,O where only two of the O atoms interact, (iv) S,O where 320 

one S-O bond interact with the surface and the other two O atoms are directed away from the surface 321 

and (v) where only one O atom interacts with the surface. All five modes were investigated in the various 322 

adsorption sites shown in Figure 1. The most stable structures found for the adsorption of SO3 onto the 323 

Pt surface are shown in Figure 8, with the adsorption energies, charge transfer, bond distances and 324 

angles of the adsorbed SO3 with respect to the Pt surfaces listed in Table 3. 325 

On the (001) surface, two stable configurations were observed, the most stable being 4FS-bound, where 326 

the S atom is bound within a 4F hollow, and two O atoms bind to two Pt atoms of the 4F hollow with the 327 

third O atom directed towards the vacuum. The second adsorption mode is AtopO,O,O, where again the S 328 

atom is in the 4F hollow and all three O atoms are bound atop a Pt atom of the 4F hollow. The literature 329 

has shown that on   e α-Fe2O3 (001) surface [83], an O,O-bridge formed on the surface with a binding 330 

energy between −2.27 and −2.46 eV, depending on whether the bridge formed over a Fe-O or Fe-Fe 331 

binding site, respectively. Similar to the adsorption of SO on (001), the charge transfer increased as the 332 

bond order increased. The free SO3 molecule showed an average S-O bond length of 1.47 Å and an O-333 

S-O bond angle of 120°, which correlates with the free S-O(1) bond length in the 4FS-bound configuration. 334 

In both 4FS-bound and AtopO,O,O, the Pt-bound S-O bonds are stretched on average by 0.1 Å. In the 4FS-335 

bound configuration, the planar SO3 changed to a nearly tetrahedral configuration, causing the O-S-O bond 336 

angles to decrease. Also in the AtopO,O,O configuration, with the O atoms bound atop the Pt atoms, the S 337 

atom is pushed slightly out of plane, decreasing the O-S-O bond angles, which confirms a tetrahedral 338 

configuration and indicates that SO3 is chemisorbed onto the (001) surface. 339 

On the (011) surface, three stable adsorption modes were observed, 4FS,O, 4FO,O,O and 4FO,O-bridge. In the 340 

first configuration (4FS,O), the S atom is bound to one Pt atom on the ridge, one S-O(1) formed a bridge 341 

across the (011) ridge and the other S-O(3) formed a bridge on the (011) ridge and oxygen O(2) is 342 

directed towards the vacuum. The second stable configuration (4FO,O,O), S was over the 4F hollow, with 343 

all three O atoms bound to the Pt atoms of the 4F hollow, forming two S-O bridges across the (011) ridge. 344 

Similarly, in the third stable configuration (4FO,O-bridge) S was over the 4F hollow forming two S-O bridges 345 

across the (011) ridge, with O(3) directed along the groove of the (011) surface. It has been shown [83] 346 

on   e α-Fe2O3 (001) surface, that Fe-O-Fe binding causes ridges and valleys similar to the (011) surface 347 

and on these Fe-O-Fe binding site, SO3 forms a stable O,O-bridge across the surface, similar to our 348 

4FO,O-bridge configuration, with a binding energy of −2.27 eV.  349 

 350 
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 351 

Figure 8 – Stable absorption sites of SO3 on Pt (001), (011) and (111) surfaces. The atom colours yellow 352 

and red denotes sulphur and oxygen atoms, respectively. The numbers (1, 2) in the figure indicate the 353 

significant Pt or oxygen atoms in the surface (1) or in the second layer (2). 354 
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Table 3 – Adsorption energies (Eads), bond distance (d) and angles (∠) of the adsorbed SO3 on the Pt (001), (011) and (111) surfaces, with the 356 
relevant charge transfers (Δ𝑞) following adsorption, with θ(001)/(111) = 0.11, θ(011) = 0.06. The numbers (Pt1, Pt2, O1, O2, O3) indicate the significant 357 
Pt and O atoms shown in Figure 8. 358 

  (001) 

4FS 

 

AtopO,O,O 

 

4FS,O,O 

(011) 

4FO,O,O 

 

4FO,O-bridge 

 

fcc_S 

(111) 

hcp_S 

 

fcc_O,O,O 

 Eads (eV) −3.38 −2.95 −2.68 −2.18 −1.39 −1.83 −1.79 −1.59 

 ∆𝑞 (e) −0.60 −0.84 −0.64 −0.86 −0.88 −0.58 −0.57 −0.83 

d (Å) S-Pt1 2.23 3.12 3.26 3.50 3.55 2.27 2.94 3.16 

 S-Pt2 3.03 3.27 2.23 3.22 3.55 2.95 2.26 3.16 

 O1-Pt1 3.20 2.10 2.08 2.24 2.18 3.22 2.14 2.11 

 O2-Pt2 2.10 2.11 3.14 2.10 2.18 2.12 3.23 2.11 

 S-O1 1.44 1.54 1.55 1.62 1.64 1.44 1.54 1.55 

 S-O2 1.55 1.56 1.45 1.53 1.64 1.54 1.44 1.54 ∠ (°) O1-S-O2 110.2 106.8 108.0 106.6 105.8 111.1 111.1 107.2 

 O2-S-O3 107.5 107.6 110.9 108.9 105.2 106.6 107.1 107.2 

 359 

 360 
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The charge transfer between SO3 and the (011) Pt surface did not follow the same bond order trend as 361 

observed for the other adsorptions. Interestingly, more electrons were transferred when either just two or 362 

all three O atoms were bound to the Pt surface (4FO,O-bridge and 4FO,O,O, respectively), compared to when 363 

two O and one S atom were bound (4FS,O). As observed on the (001) surface, the bound SO3 364 

configuration changes to a tetrahedral mode, elongating the bound S-O bonds and decreasing the O-S-365 

O bonds, again indicating that SO3 is chemisorbed onto the (011) surface. 366 

On the (111) surface, three stable adsorption modes were observed, including fccS-bound, hcpS-bound and 367 

fccO,O,O. The first two are similar, where S is bound over either an fcc or hcp hollow, with O atoms atop 368 

two of the Pt atoms of the hollow adsorption site. In the third adsorption configuration, fccO,O,O, S is again 369 

over an fcc hollow, with all three O atoms bound atop the surrounding Pt atoms. The fccS-bound 370 

configuration is similar to our previously predicted SO2 adsorption on the (111) surface [47], which had 371 

an S,O-bonded geometry on the fcc binding site, with one S-O bond in the plane of the surface and the 372 

other oxygen directed away from the surface. Lin and co-workers [19] also showed that various 373 

adsorption configurations are possible on the (111) surface, with the fccS-bound being the most stable with 374 

a binding energy of 1.43 eV. They have also shown that the Pt bound S-O bond length is elongated (1.56 375 

Å), while the non-surface bound S-O is similar to the gas phase bond length of S-O (1.46 Å) with a 376 

decreased O-S-O bond angle (107°). Similar to the (001) surface, the charge transfer increased as the 377 

bond order increased, i.e. fccS-bound > hcpS-bound > fccO,O,O. Chemisorption of SO3 occurred for all three 378 

configurations, similar to the (001) and (011) surfaces, the Pt bound S-O bond lengths increased and the 379 

O-S-O bond angles decreased. 380 

Similar to the adsorption of S, SO, H2O and SO2, the adsorption energy for 𝑁𝑆𝑂3 = 1 was calculated to 381 

be most favourable on the (001) surface, followed by the (011) and (111) surfaces [46–48]. The most 382 

stable configurations – (001)4F_S, (011)4F_S,O and (111)fcc_S – were used to investigate surface coverage, 383 

by increasing the number of adsorbed SO3 molecules (𝑁𝑆𝑂𝑥,, 𝑥 = 3) on each Pt surface, until a monolayer 384 

(ML) was obtained. To obtain the lowest energy configurations, shown in Figure 9, various placements 385 

of subsequent SO3 molecules were considered. To determine if adsorption is still favoured as the surface 386 

coverage increases, the average adsorption energy (Figure 10(a)) and the sequential adsorption energy 387 

Figure 10(b)) as a function of surface coverage were calculated. 388 

As with the adsorption of elemental S and SO on the (001) surface, it can be seen that Eads decreases 389 

steadily as the surface coverage increased and is also correlated with the sequential Eads up to θ = 0.67. 390 

The initial adsorption configurations up to θ = 0.33 show all the SO3 in the chosen adsorption mode and 391 

site of the isolated molecule. At θ = 0.44, the surface becomes more crowded and one of the SO3 392 

molecules rotates slightly, but is still bound in the 4F adsorption site, with two O atoms atop a Pt atom. 393 

This slight rotation of the SO3 molecule adsorption also occurs at higher coverages, possibly causing the 394 
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smaller adsorption energies. At the highest coverage (θ = 0.78), more distortions can be seen but no 395 

reaction occurred between the SO3 molecules. 396 

 397 

Figure 9 – Increased SO3 coverage on the Pt (001), (011) and (111) surfaces. 398 

 399 

On the Pt (011) surface, Eads again decreases steadily as θ is increased. Furthermore, the sequential 400 

Eads also decreases with increased adsorption up to θ = 0.39, but with the addition of another SO3 (θ = 401 

0.44), the surface becomes more crowded and a slight rotation occurs, causing the sequential Eads to 402 

increase. This behaviour was repeated with an additional SO3 (θ = 0.50), causing all the SO3 to have the 403 

same orientation as with 𝑁𝑆𝑂3 = 1, thereby increasing the surface strain and resulting in a smaller 404 

sequential Eads. The adsorption of an additional SO3 at θ = 0.55 caused two SO3 molecules to react and 405 

form SO4 and SO2. This secondary reaction caused the sequential Eads to increase. No further SO3 406 
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molecules could be adsorbed as a secondary layer started to form, in addition to secondary reactions 407 

occurring. 408 

 409 

Figure 10 – Average (a) and sequential (b) adsorption energies (Eads) as a function of the SO3 surface 410 
coverage (nm-2 Pt) on the Pt (001), (011) and (111) surfaces. 411 
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Similar to the increased coverage of SO3 on the (001) and (011) surfaces, both the Eads and sequential 412 

Eads decreased with increased θ. Coverages of θ > 0.44 were not obtained, as this caused not only 413 

secondary layers to form, but also the secondary reaction (2 SO3 → SO2 + SO4) to occur, as observed 414 

on the (011) surface.  415 

When we compare the increased coverages of SO3 on all three Pt surfaces, we observe that similar to 416 

the SO coverages, the highest coverage was achieved on the (001) surface, followed by the (011) and 417 

then (111) surfaces. The (011) surface was the most reactive towards secondary reactions between co-418 

adsorbed SO3 molecules, followed by the (111) surface. 419 

 420 

3.5 Thermodynamic Influence on Adsorption 421 

The HyS cycle is operated at 1 atm (1.103 bar) and 350 to 400 K. Phase diagrams have therefore been 422 

constructed to determine the effect of temperature and pressure on the surface coverage of S, SO and 423 

SO3. As mentioned, sulphur poisoning may occur on the Pt surface, but we need to establish the effect 424 

of temperature and pressure on the surface behaviour. Error! Reference source not found. shows the 425 

phase diagram for S on the Pt (001), (011) and (111) surfaces. Overall, it can be seen that, compared to 426 

pressure, temperature has a bigger effect on the S surface coverage. 427 

The adsorption of S onto the surfaces released energies of between 5 and 7 eV (Table 1). By adding the 428 

thermodynamic terms, it can be seen that the Pt surface is very susceptible to sulphur poisoning under 429 

experimental conditions, when the surface coverage will be θ > 1. As the temperature increases, 430 

subsequent S atoms will react to form S2 and leave the surface, which is seen at ~700 – 900 K on the 431 

(011) surface, although on the (001) and (111) surfaces, S or S2 only start to leave the surface at T > 432 

1300 K. The temperature was only considered up to 2000 K, as Pt starts melting at 2047 K [84] beyond 433 

which it can no longer be considered a stable catalyst. The affinity of S adsorption to any Pt surface, even 434 

at very high temperatures, is a clear indication that where possible reactions should be designed to 435 

prohibit the formation of S as a by-product. 436 

Figure 12 shows the phase diagram for SO on the Pt (001), (011) and (111) surfaces. The thermodynamic 437 

data show that for the adsorption of SO on both the (001) and (011) surfaces, coverages of θ ≥ 1 can be 438 

expected. On the (001) surface, the coverage changes from θ = 1.11 to θ = 1.00 between 250 and 400 439 

K and even up to 1000 K, the (001) surface will be fully covered with SO. As such, changes in temperature 440 

and pressure cannot be utilised to clear the Pt surface of impurities. On the (011) surface, high coverages 441 

are sustained up to 350 and 800 K for the SOBridge and SO4F configurations, respectively. At higher 442 

temperatures, some of the SO molecules will leave the surface without taking part in additional reactions, 443 
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but the surface is never entirely free from SO. Interestingly, on the (111) surface, the SO loading is lower, 444 

starting at θ = 0.89 and slowly decreasing to θ = 0.44 at T ≥ 550 K. 445 

The thermodynamic influence on SO3 adsorption was also only considered up to 1000 K as shown in 446 

Figure 13. Similar to the trends with SO, it can be seen in the experimental range (200 -400 K), surface 447 

coverage is the highest on the (001) surface (θ = 0.66), followed by the (011) (0.44 < θ < 0.56) and (111) 448 

(θ = 0.44) surfaces. Here it can also be seen that temperature has a greater effect on surface coverage, 449 

compared to S and SO, possibly due to additional reactions taking place between subsequent SO3 450 

molecules. Two reactions that may occur include 2 SO3 → SO and SO4 as was seen on the (011) surface, 451 

or 2 SO3 → 2 SO2 + O2. The surface can be cleared of SO3 on both the (111) and (011) surfaces at T ≥ 452 

600 K and T ≥ 800 K, respectively. 453 

During the investigation of H2O and SO2 adsorption on the Pt surfaces [46–48], temperature played an 454 

important role on the surface coverage and that the surface can be cleared of both molecules at elevated 455 

temperatures. This is a clear indication that the HyS cycle is temperature sensitive and care should be 456 

taken during operation. Elevated temperatures cause firstly the H2O molecules will desorb from the 457 

surface. This in turn could cause an increase in the SO2 concentration and lead to the formation of more 458 

by-products of SO2, which in turn will impact the efficiency of the HyS cycle. 459 

 460 
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 461 

Figure 11 – Surface phase diagrams in terms of pressure and temperature for the surface coverage of 462 
S on the Pt (001), (011) and (111) surfaces. Calculated surface coverage (θ) is given for each colour. 463 
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 464 

Figure 12 – Surface phase diagrams in terms of pressure and temperature for the surface coverage of 465 
SO on the Pt (001), (011) and (111) surfaces. Calculated surface coverage (θ) is given for each colour. 466 
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 467 

Figure 13 – Surface phase diagrams in terms of pressure and temperature for the surface coverage of 468 
SO3 on the Pt (001), (011) and (111) surfaces. Calculated surface coverage (θ) is given for each colour. 469 
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4. Conclusions 470 

Density functional theory calculations were employed to gain a detailed understanding of the behaviour 471 

of S, SO and SO3 on the Pt (001), (011) and (111) surfaces. Adsorption of all three adsorbates as 472 

individual molecules was considered first on all the Pt surfaces. When elemental S was adsorbed, it 473 

preferred the 4F hollow site on both the (001) and (011) surfaces (Eads_001   −     eV  nd Eads_011   −     474 

eV, respectively) and the fcc hollow on the (111) surface (Eads_111   −     eV   The adsorption of SO 475 

again showed a preference for the 4F hollow on the (001) surface (Eads_001   −     eV   w     wo  oss  le 476 

S,O-adsorptions in the bridge and 4F hollow sites on the (011) surface (Eads_011_bridge   −     eV  nd 477 

Eads_011_4F   −     eV  res e   vely) and the fcc hollow on the (111) surface (Eads_111   −     eV . 478 

Adsorption of SO3 on the surface was preferred in a S,O,O bound configuration in the 4F (Eads_001   −     479 

eV), 4F (Eads_011   −     eV   nd fcc (Eads_111   −    eV   ollow  dsor   on s  es on the (001), (011) and 480 

(111) surfaces, respectively. Overall, it was found that the higher the bond order, the more charge transfer 481 

occurs from the Pt surface to the adsorbate. In SO3 in particular, we noted that the molecule configuration 482 

changed from planar to tetrahedral, a clear indication of chemisorption and activation of the molecule. 483 

The surface coverage of all three molecules was increased on all the surfaces, until a monolayer was 484 

obtained. The highest surface coverage for S showed the trend (001)S = (111)S > (011)S, for SO it was 485 

(001)SO > (011)SO > (111)SO and similar for SO3 (001)SO3 > (011)SO3 > (111)SO3, which indicates that the 486 

(001) surface is more susceptible to catalyst poisoning by S species. It was also very evident that both 487 

the (001) and (111) surfaces were reactive towards S, leading to the formation of S2. We found no 488 

evidence of secondary reactions of SO on any for the Pt surfaces, but at high coverages of SO3, we noted 489 

the formation of SO2 and SO4, especially on the (011) surface.  490 

Thermodynamic effects were also investigated, where we have shown that pressure plays a minimal role 491 

in the surface coverage behaviour. An increase in the temperature up to 2000 K showed that the Pt 492 

surfaces would still be fully covered with S. The SO coverage showed θ ≥ 1.00 on both the (001) and 493 

(011) surfaces, and θ = 0.78 on the (111) surface under the experimental temperature and pressure 494 

regime, in which the HyS cycle is operated. However, lower coverages of SO3 were observed and the 495 

surface can be cleared at higher temperatures, i.e. T(001) ≥ 1000 K, T(011) ≥ 800 K and T(111) ≥ 600 K. 496 
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